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FRI 15 APRIL

Easter Prologue - Taromeo

11:00

Registration opens

12:00

First start for Junior Challenge races

12:25

First start for elite races

13:30

First starts for public races

13:30

Presentations (landowners, elite Prologue)

15:30

Course Closure

SAT 16 APRIL

Australian 3 Days – DAY 1 – Reedy Creek, Kingaroy

8:00

Registration opens

8:30

First starts for Elites. First starts for age classes.

9:30

Mass start for Sledge

11:30

Presentations (landowners, family relay, Day 1 elite stage winners)

13:30

Course closure

SUN 17 APRIL

Australian 3 Days – DAY 2 – Reedy Creek, Kingaroy

7:45

Registration opens

8:00

First starts for Elites. First starts for age classes.

8:30

First starts for Sledge

11:30

Presentations (OA awards, Day 2 elite stage winners)

13:30

Course closure

MON 18 APRIL

Australian 3 Days – DAY 3 – Maidenwell

7:45

Registration open

8:00

First starts for age classes

8:30

Chasing start – Elites

9:30

Chasing start – Sledge

12:00 approx

Presentations (landowners, Australian 3-Days all classes)

13:00

Course closure

In hosting these events, we gratefully acknowledge the support of the Queensland Government,
the South Burnett Regional Council, and the Moira Whiteside Bequest.

who have generously allowed us access to their properties
Jackie and Max Talbot – Taromeo Station
Graham and Diane Wilson – Minmore (Reedy Creek)
Jean and Neil Johnston – Maidenwell
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Carnival Director

Mark Petrie

info@easter2022.com.au

Technical Director

Anna Sheldon

technical@oq.asn.au

IOF Event Advisor

Anna Sheldon

Entries

Tony Bryant

entries@easter2022.com.au

Start lists/IT/Results

Tim McIntyre

entries@easter2022.com.au

Equipment

Joe Garbellini

Registration, Facilities Fran Powell, Juliana de Nooy, Linda Burridge
Start Manager

Trevor Sauer

Prizes

Linda Burridge

Search & Rescue

Phillip Burrill

Children’s Courses

Marion Burrill

Landowner Liaison

Rob Rapkins

Webmaster

Peter Effeney

info@easter2022.com.au
0417 617 580 (Juliana)

0477 280 631

and a host of helpers!
Website

www.easter2022.com.au/

Facebook

www.facebook.com/easter2022/
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade

000 / 112

State Emergency Services

13 25 00

Kingaroy Hospital

166 Youngman St, Kingaroy QLD 4610

(07) 4162 9200 – 24 hrs

Nanango Hospital

135 Brisbane St, Nanango QLD 4615

(07) 4171 6700 – 24 hrs

Emergency contacts

On behalf of the South Burnett Regional Council and our community, it is with much delight that I welcome
the athletes and their families to our region to take part in the national orienteering championships carnival
this Easter.
I wish to acknowledge the organisers and thank them sincerely for bringing this wonderful event to our
region.
The South Burnett provides a warm welcoming environment and a beautiful natural landscape for everyone
to enjoy during the competition and throughout the course of their stay.
I would encourage all involved to take the opportunity to stay on for an extra day or two and spend some
time exploring the many wonderful features for which our region is known. Whether spending time at one
of our boutique wineries, our beautiful inland lakes or tasting some of our local produce, I am sure you
won’t regret it.
Our community looks forward to supporting the carnival which displays orienteering as a fun option
towards maintaining an active and healthy lifestyle for many people.

Mayor Brett Otto
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It is with a mixture of pleasure and relief that Orienteering Queensland welcomes you to the Easter 2022
Orienteering Carnival. A team of volunteers has worked tirelessly over the past year to bring you 4 days of
races in stunning terrain. We’ve had our anxious moments, with the threats of floods and pestilence, and
so we are absolutely delighted to see entries climb past 600.
We are very grateful to the landowners who have been extremely generous in giving us access to their
beautiful properties, and even gone to the trouble of grading the entry tracks for our convenience after the
recent rain events.
Without our mappers, there would be no events. Eric Andrews produced the original map of the Reedy
Creek area, one of his last mapping projects and a work of art. More recently, Geoff Peck has
georeferenced and updated this map, extending it considerably to the north. He has also updated his
original maps of the Prologue and Day 3 areas, spending many weeks in the terrain with a GPS antenna on
his hat to ensure the accuracy and legibility of all the carnival maps. Thank you, Geoff!
Our carnival director, course setters, controllers, day organisers, technology experts and a host of helpers
have contributed countless hours preparing every facet of the carnival. Each of those jobs is crucial to the
success of the events, so hearty thanks to all of you! I would particularly like to acknowledge the efforts of
our controllers (Tony Bryant, Lance Read, Ben Schulz, Anna Sheldon) and setters (Nic Burridge, Riley de
Jong, Krystal Neumann, Wendy Read), who have got to know every quirk of the road to and from the region
over the past year.
And to all the orienteers who are travelling to the carnival from near and far, we wish you good speed and
stamina to meet the mental and physical challenges that you have chosen. Bonne route!
Juliana de Nooy
OQ President

Local Services and Facilities during Easter
Warning: Good Friday: almost all local shops and eateries are closed, except:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bunyanut Café (Blackbutt) - dine in (need to book), takeaway (07) 4163 0375
Whipbird Café (between Nanango & Kingaroy) – dine in (need to book), takeaway (07) 4162 7658
Spice Garden Restaurant (Kingaroy) – (07) 4162 7905
Spar Express convenience store/fuel station (Kingaroy)
Shell Coles Express (Kingaroy, shuts 5pm)
other fuel stations may sell food
24-hour Skygate Woolworths (near Brisbane Airport).

Saturday, Sunday, Monday: various supermarkets, cafés and restaurants are open.
A link on the carnival website provides updated information as it comes to hand.
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Registration/Bib Collection/SI hire
All participants or their representative will need to visit the registration tent to collect their running bibs,
hire SI/SIAC sticks, and camping tags. There will be a Registration/Information tent at each event during the
Easter weekend.
If you lose or fail to return your SI Air stick a replacement fee of $120 will be charged.
The Registration team will also deal with:
•
•
•
•
•

Enquiries
Emergency
SI stick number changes
Maps for children’s courses
Complaints, protests.

Note: changing the SI stick number at the event is a major inconvenience as the number needs to be reentered on multiple computers during a hectic period for the Finish Team. Please check the SI stick number
you have entered on Eventor and notify entries@easter2022.com.au BEFORE Thursday 14 April of any
changes. If you need to change your SI stick number at the event, you may fill in a form at the Registration
tent.

Enter On The Day
Unfortunately, for logistical reasons we are unable to offer Enter of the Day at the Easter carnival. Late
entries, however, remain open until 8 April.

Toilets
Portable toilets will be available at all events. Please use hand sanitizer before and after entering the
toilets.

Water
Water will not be supplied at the assembly areas. Please bring your own.
Whilst unlikely, it is possible to get a 30 degree day, so please bring ample water. The assembly area at
Reedy Creek is generally open with little shade.

Onsite catering
Friday

Prologue

Ten Little Pancakes van from 12 noon
Pancakes/poffertjes, milkshakes, cold drinks - cash only

Sat & Sun

Days 1 & 2

MJJ Coffee Van from 8am
Nanango Pie Van from 9am
Pies, BBQ Bacon & Egg rolls, sausage rolls, hot dogs, fresh sandwiches,
chicken/pork gravy rolls as well as sweet slices, hot and cold drinks.
Ten Little Pancakes van from 10am
Pancakes/poffertjes, milkshakes, cold drinks - cash only

Monday

Day 3

MJJ Coffee Van from 8am
No other on-site catering (tbc). Options as you leave include Maidenwell
Hotel, Yarraman Bakery, Blackbutt Bakery .

Please support these local caterers.
Please bring cash (change/small notes) as EFTPOS may struggle due to the location.
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String course/Miniknat
There will be a streamered course for young children available from Registration on Days 1, 2 and 3. Clipper
punches will be used at each control point along with a specially printed map. Each control point has a little
surprise to find.
Free entry will be available from Registration on each day and the location of the course is on the event
diagrams. Participation anytime from 9:00-12:00.

Shadowing
Shadowing (with the exception of the M/W10 Novice class) by parents and/or coaches is not allowed
during the Easter Carnival events.
In the M/W10N class, entrants are permitted to receive assistance on the course (shadowing or direct
assistance) and shall also be given the opportunity to study their course with a parent or mentor for up to
10 minutes before their start time. Shadowing parents or coaches must run their own course before
shadowing novices.

Mobile phone signal
The maps do not have reliable mobile phone coverage, however Telstra coverage is quite good at the
assembly areas for Taromeo (Prologue) and Reedy Creek (Days 1 & 2).

Shop
A small selection of Orienteering gear will be for sale at the events from Aussie O’Gear.

Clothing Return
The weather is expected to be mild and there will be no clothing return from the starts.

Please report overdue competitors to the Registration and Information tent. DO NOT organise your own
search. In the event of an emergency, the event organisers should be contacted, via the registration tent.

First Aid
There will be First Aid facilities and personnel available at the Assembly area for all events.

Snakes
Snakes are rarely encountered during orienteering events as they tend to be scared away by the noise of
orienteers moving through the bush. In the unlikely event of being bitten, you should
-

STAY STILL. Don’t panic and don’t move. This slows the spread of venom.
Use your whistle to attract attention.

If you come across a person who has been bitten by a snake out on your course, you should
-

Call out to another competitor and ask them to seek medical help.
Keep the affected person calm and AS STILL AS POSSIBLE until help arrives.
Use clothing to immobilise the bitten limb with some form of pressure bandage.
DO NOT apply a tourniquet, cut the wound or attempt to suck the venom out.
Don’t wash the bite area — venom left on the skin can help identify the snake.

Please report any snake sightings to officials at the Registration tent.
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Risk & Insurance
It is a condition of entry in these events that participants agree to the Entry Terms and Conditions of the
Carnival, available at https://www.easter2022.com.au/uploads/6/8/6/6/6866500/entry-termsconditions_australian-easter-orienteering-carnival-2022.pdf
Participants (or their parent/guardian) will be required to indicate their agreement when entering on
Eventor.
Insurance against accidents and in case of injury is the responsibility of participants. We strongly
recommend that participants not covered by Medicare (Australia) have appropriate travel insurance.

Vaccination
All participants are strongly encouraged to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19, to safeguard their own
health and the health of other participants. Vaccination is currently a condition of entry to places such as
hospitality and entertainment venues in Queensland, so please factor this potential travel requirement into
your plans.
To show proof of vaccination,
-

download the Check In Qld app on your smartphone. Register your name and contact details.
If you have linked MyGov to Medicare, you can simply download the Express Plus Medicare app.
o Sign in ➔ Proof of vaccination ➔ View history ➔ Share with Check In app

✔️ You will need the green vaccination tick on the app to dine in anywhere in Queensland!

Embargoes
All event maps and areas noted in this program are strictly out of bounds before the carnival.

Restrictions
The events take place on private land. Please respect the landholder’s properties and cause minimal
disturbance.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gates: Please leave gates as you find them.
Fences: Please climb carefully through fences so that you do not cause damage.
Shoes: For biosecurity reasons, please ensure your shoes are clean prior to entering the properties.
No dogs are permitted at the events, including the assembly areas.
No smoking, no fires are permitted.
No littering: Please take your rubbish with you when you leave.

Presentations
Awards will be made to the winners and placegetters of all classes at the conclusion of the 3-day
competition. Certificates will be given to participants in M/W10 Novice.
There will be short presentations for landowners and elite stage wins each day (see Program above).
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Sprint Prologue followed by three-day multi-stage competition (cumulative time from all three days, but
not prologue).

Elite classes

All Other Classes

Friday – Sprint Prologue (NOL)
Day 1 – Middle (NOL, World Ranking Event)
Day 2 – Long (NOL, World Ranking Event)
Day 3 – Relay length – chasing start (NOL)

Friday Family Relay / Public Sprint
Day 1 – Middle
Day 2 – Long
Day 3 – Relay length*
*Day 3 is an individual competition, not a relay.

For elites, various of these races are also selection trials for the Australian teams for the World Orienteering
Champs (WOC), Junior World Orienteering Champs (JWOC), World University Orienteering Champs (WUOC)
and the World Games.

NOL Round 3 comprises all four of the Easter races.
NOL teams are reminded that all runners are required to run in team uniform and wear competition
number bibs (provided by the organisers). NOL competitors should also ensure that they enter as members
of their NOL team. If you enter as a club member you will not be included in the NOL team point score.
Each of the four events will score NOL points toward both the individual and team competitions.
NOL point scoring system

Days 1 & 2 (Saturday & Sunday) are world ranking events (WRE) for elite orienteers.
Only M/W21E and M/W20E competitors who have provided their IOF ID number are eligible for world
ranking points.
All M/W20E competitors who wish to receive World ranking points should have entered M/W20E for this
event and have provided their IOF ID number. Junior elites will run the same courses as senior elites and be
included in the same start draw. The organisers will compile WRE Men and Women results lists that include
the eligible M/W20E competitors.
If you have not provided your IOF ID number via the link on Eventor then you have only been entered into
the NOL not the WRE.
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The Carnival will be run in accordance with the Orienteering Australia Rules for Foot Orienteering. All
participants must comply with the Rules. The IOF Rules for World Ranking events will apply to the events of
Days 1 & 2.
GPS-enabled devices (watches etc.) can be carried provided that:
• they have no map display
• they have no communication capability other than receiving GPS data
• they are not used for navigation purposes
Competitors are reminded that controls must be visited in the order shown on the course and that talking
to, collaborating with, or distracting other competitors during the competition is not permitted.

All competitors must wear the allocated bib which will be available for pick up at Registration. It will show
your start time for each of the 4 days (except for chasing starts), your name and your SI number.

The maps conform to the ISOM 2017-2 (April 2019) specification as far as possible and will be printed on
Pretex waterproof and tear-resistant paper.

Old Maps
Copies of the previously used maps in competition areas are available to view on the Carnival website:
https://www.easter2022.com.au/previous-maps.html
Competitors are not permitted to bring any previous version of the maps to the competition.

Control Descriptions will be printed on the front of each map, and loose descriptions will be available for
collection as part of the pre-start process for all events.
Hard courses: IOF international symbols only
Moderate: both IOF and English (English or both on the map; both available as loose descriptions)
Easy & Very Easy: English only

Legends will not be printed on the map. Useful links:
•
•
•

Legend: Map symbols
o on the carnival maps, the brown triangle symbol is used for termite mounds
Control descriptions
Matching control descriptions to map symbols (with extra explanation)
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Start intervals and start order
Prologue

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

12:00
12:25
13:30
8:30
8:30
9:30
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:00
8:30
9:30

Junior Challenge
Elites (M/W20, M/W21)
Public
Elites
Other
Sledge (M/W21AS)
Elites
Other
Sledge
Other
Elites
Sledge

1 min
1 min
30 sec
2 min
2 min

Reverse ranking

Mass start
3 min
2 min
1 min
2 min

Reverse chasing start at 1 min intervals
Chasing start
Chasing start

Start procedures
There will be a sign showing Course numbers and associated Classes. Map boxes will be similarly labelled.
You will enter the -3 minute start box at 3 minutes before your start time and progress through as directed
on the minute beeps. The starts will be silent, and no names will be called.
The pre-start clock is three minutes advanced. The start clock time is real time.
The start clock will beep at -10 seconds, with a final beep on the minute.
On each day there will be a streamered route to the start triangle, marked in the terrain by a control flag.
All competitors must pass the start flag before proceeding to their Control #1.

Standard 3 Minute Start Procedure (Elite Prologue, Day 1, Day 2)
Pre-start area

Avoid congestion
Spread out
Clear and Check
SIAC Battery Check

-3 min
BIB & SI/SIAC
number check.
Punch check
SIAC test
MW10 Novice
Shadow runners
Helpers
Late starters

-2 min

-1 min

LANE 1 Odd courses

Odd courses

Control Descr

Map Boxes

LANE 2 Even courses

Even courses

LANE 3

Start Clock

Tape to Start flag
No Start punch

Start punch

Public Prologue 3 Minute Start Procedure
For the Friday public races only each of the 3 standard start boxes will be divided into 2, to allow for 30
second starts.

Family relay
There will be no mass start or tagging of team members. Since many families involve runners in both elite
and public races, the results for the Family Relay will be calculated simply by adding together the times of
the 3 runners. Those required to run an additional Easy course as part of the family relay will be assigned a
start time at the end of the Open Easy start list.
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Day 3 only
On Monday only, there will be 4 start lanes rather than 3:
LANE 3
LANE 1
LANE 2
LANE 4

Novice, helpers, late starters
Courses 1-10
Courses 11-18
Chasing Starts only

Start punch
no start punch
no start punch
no start punch

Start Lists
Start lists will be available through Eventor. The days may be hot, so starts will commence early to beat the
heat.

Split Starts
In developing the start list all efforts have been made to meet all requests.
Where the timing doesn’t work you can delay your start and start later than your advertised start time or
start earlier with the Volunteer early starters at around 7.30 each morning. Please use the Late Starter lane
and punch the start.

Late Starters
Report to the Start Official at the pre-start area. Don’t waste time explaining the reason for lateness. You
will be given a start time which may be after the last starter on that course. You should provide justification
for your late start at the Information tent after you finish.

SPORTident Timing Cards
All events will use SPORTident Air Card (“SIAC”) controls. Older model SPORTident (“SI”) cards can still be
used in the same manner as usual.
NB: If you have a SIAC Card, please make sure it is the registered stick in your Eventor Account before you
enter.
Competitors are responsible for ensuring their presence at each control is recorded with an electronic
punch. If (and only if) the SI unit at a control does not give a confirmation flash/beep, record your presence
by using the manual punch in one of the reserve punch boxes on your map, and notify officials when you
finish. If no correct punch is recorded at a control, you will be listed in the results as MP (mispunch), or as
DNF (did not finish) if you abandoned your course.

Using SI Air
SI Air is a contactless electronic timing system.
With SI Air you do not have to ‘punch’ the control, only bring the stick close to the SI unit. The SI Air stick
will flash and beep when it has registered. The range is between 30 & 40 cm around the unit. Touching a
unit or swiping the air very close to it are the safest methods of registering.
If you think your card has not flashed and beeped, don’t wave it around for a longer time. Instead punch in
the normal manner. The SIAC stick will always work in direct punching mode even if the battery is empty.
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SI Air at the start
Before commencing each event test the stick in the SIAC battery test unit before clearing the stick. Punch
your SIAC stick in the Clear unit to clear data from previous events.
At the 3 minutes before start box punch the Check unit. This turns the stick on (into air mode). There will
also be a test unit where you can verify that your stick has actually turned on and is operating in air mode.
After turning your SIAC on do not go near the finish control until you finish your course.

SI Air at the finish
The finish will be SIAC activated. This means that at the finish punch you only have to touch or swipe the
finish unit. This will turn off your SI stick.

There will be radio controls, but there will be no GPS tracking due to lack of mobile signal in the forest.

Finish Procedures
If using a standard SI stick, punch the finish control, or if using a SIAC stick swipe the finish control, then
proceed directly to download at the finish tent and pick up split times printout.
If you have used a manual punch on your course, please provide the finish officials with your map and splits
print-out for later checking. Otherwise, do not disturb the finish team. Visit the Information tent if there is
anything else that needs to be communicated to event officials.

Map Return
Competitors maps will not be collected at the finish. All competitors are to respect the fair play rules and
not show or discuss their map with competitors who have yet to run.

Results
Live race results will be available for access on smart devices via wifi in the assembly area and via internet.
Results and splits will also be available on Eventor as soon as possible after each event. There will be no
results displayed on big screens.

Water
Large containers of water and cups will be placed at appropriate controls on courses where the estimated
winning time is greater than 30 minutes (as per OA rules). In some cases, individual bottles of water may be
provided. Competitors concerned about pouring from shared containers are encouraged to carry their own
water.
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Safety
Whistles must be carried by all competitors but should only be used in cases of severe injury where
assistance is required. The distress signal is six short blasts repeated at short intervals. If you hear such a
signal, you are requested to abandon your course and give assistance. Where vehicle or medical assistance
is required, this should be reported to the Information tent as soon as possible.

Out Of Bounds
These areas will be clearly marked with OOB signs and red and white tape.

Gates and Fences
Please leave gates as you find them and be careful climbing through fences so that you do not cause
damage.

The procedures for making a formal complaint regarding the competition are set out in sections 27-30 of
the Orienteering Australia Rules for Foot Orienteering 2021.
Participants wishing to make a complaint shall lodge this with the registration team no later than 15
minutes after the course closure time or after the results are declared official.
Any protest about the outcome of a complaint shall be made no later than 15 minutes after being informed
of the decision about the complaint. The protest must be in writing and be made on the form provided at
Registration.
The registration team will contact the appropriate officials to deal with complaints, protests and appeals in
accordance with the rules.

Jury
A jury will be assembled from the following pool of Level 3 OA Controllers at the event: Bruce Arthur, Jenny
Casanova, Blair Trewin, Robin Uppill, Ted van Geldermalsen (and potentially other suitably qualified
individuals).
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Events

Prologue, Australian 3 Days Championships
National Orienteering League (Round 3, Event 6)
Public Sprint, Family Relay

Map

Taromeo Creek
Sample of map adjacent.
1:5,000
2.5m
All courses: A4
Geoff Peck 2012, updated 2022
Jackie and Max Talbot – Taromeo Station
Nicholas Burridge (Ugly Gully)
Ben Schulz (Ugly Gully)
Geoff Moore (Sunshine Orienteers)
Sunshine Orienteers
SI Air will be activated.
Terrain is paddocks and open forest with scattered to complex granite. There has
been growth of grass due to summer rainfall and there are likely to be grass seeds
present.
Easy course: one section has been taped with pink streamers.

Map Scale
Contour Interval
Map Size
Mapper
Landowners
Course Planner
Controller
Organiser
Organising club
SI Air
Terrain &
Vegetation
Taping

Park --- 300m/5mins --- Assembly Toilets --- 100m/2mins --- Start
(if wet 500m/15mins)
Directions

Parking

Registration
Toilets
Assembly
Mobile coverage
Out of Bounds Areas
Warm up area
Start

Travel along the D’Aguilar Highway to the junction with Old Esk Road (just west of
Benarkin Forest). Drive north on Old Esk Road for 6.3km. Look for Orienteering
signs. The entry GPS co-ordinates are: -26.824139,152.152778
If conditions allow, follow the dirt road approximately 0.5 km to the assembly
area. The dirt road into the property is rough and care should be taken along its
length.
• Driving time from Brisbane airport is approximately 2 hours, but travellers on
the M1 may be slowed by holiday traffic.
• Driving time from Blackbutt is approximately 11 minutes.
There is limited carparking available and participants should carpool. Cars
carrying 3 or more people will be allowed to park at the assembly area. Others
should park at the top paddock and catch a lift or walk the ~500m to the
assembly area. Please park as directed by the parking attendants.
Motorhomes, vans etc. will need to park at the top of the entrance paddock.
In case of wet weather in the leadup to the event, general parking may also need
to be at the top of the entrance paddock.
Open from 11:00am in the assembly area.
Adjacent to the assembly area.
Please assist the organizers by bringing your own drinking water.
Available at the assembly area.
See map below
Assembly area and carpark
50m from the assembly area.
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Start Times

Junior Challenge from 12pm. Elite classes from 12:25. Other classes from 1:30pm.
Competitors must be at the start at least 6 minutes before their allocated start
time.
Course Closure
3.30pm
Enter on the day
No Enter on the day
Race distance/format Bush Sprint
Safety Information
Hard courses have two recommended crossing points over a creek, marked on
maps and with streamers in the terrain. The crossing points may be wet and
slippery if the weather has been wet, and care should be taken.
Presentations
Presentations for landowners and elite prologue winners will take place in the
Assembly Area at approximately 1:30pm.

Courses and Classes
Prologue

Classes

Win Time

Length

Climb

Controls

1

Hard 1: M21E, M20E,
Jnr Challenge Boys, Open Long

12-15 mins

2.9 km

90 m

20

2

Hard 2: W21E, W20E,
Jnr Challenge Girls, Open Medium

12-15 mins

2.5 km

70 m

18

3

Open Easy

12-15 mins

1.9 km

50 m
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Elite Prologue/Junior Challenge/Family Relay/Public Sprint
-

Elite Prologue & Junior Challenge: this year, in addition to the elite classes, the Prologue will
showcase up-and-coming juniors.
Family Relay: teams of three from the same immediate family (Courses 1 + 2 + 3).
Public Sprint: choice of 3 courses.

Junior Challenge
The Junior Challenge races will be conducted prior to the Elite Prologue races, on the same courses. The
Junior Challenge classes are open to all runners in the 16 and 14 age classes, as well as non-elite runners
from the 20 age classes.
Family Relay
Please ensure that you have registered your 3 runners with their respective leg (course 1, 2, 3).
Maximum of 1 male elite and 1 female elite per team. If there are 3 elites in your team, one will need to
run an additional short leg (course 3). Only their short leg will count toward the family relay.
Since most teams include elite runners, the results of the family relay will simply be calculated by adding the
times of the 3 team members. There will not be a mass start or tagging of team members.
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Events

Map

Map Scale

SATURDAY - DAY 1

SUNDAY - DAY 2

Day 1, Australian 3 Days
Middle Distance
National Orienteering League
(Round 3, Event 7)
World Ranking Event
Reedy Creek: Back Minmore
Sample of map.

Day 2, Australian 3 Days
Long Distance
National Orienteering League
(Round 3, Event 8)
World Ranking Event
Reedy Creek: Boskerville
Sample of map.

1:10 000 Courses 1-16
1: 7 500 Courses 17-18 (Easy & V Easy)

1:15 000 Courses 1-4
1:10 000 Courses 5 -16
1: 7 500 Courses 17-18 (Easy & V Easy)
Contour Interval
5m
5m
Map Size
All courses: A4
Courses 1-4, 10-17: A4
Courses 5-9: A3
Mapper
Eric Andrews (2014), Geoff Peck (2019, updated 2022)
Landowners
Graham and Diane Wilson – Minmore
Course Planner
Riley de Jong (Range Runners)
Wendy Read (Ugly Gully)
Controller
Lance Read (Ugly Gully)
Lance Read (Ugly Gully)
IOF Event adviser
Anna Sheldon (Ugly Gully)
Anna Sheldon (Ugly Gully)
Organiser
Wim de Jong (Range Runners)
James Mitchell (Ugly Gully)
Organising club
Range Runners Orienteering Club
Ugly Gully Orienteers
World Ranking Event All athletes in M21E and W21E who wish to receive World Ranking points must
provide their IOF ID number via the link on Eventor.
Competitors who do not provide an IOF ID number will only be entered into the
NOL, not the WRE
SI Air
SI Air will be activated.
Terrain &
Terrain is generally open forest with
While the terrain is open with
Vegetation
scattered to complex granite. Longer
scattered to complex granite, courses
courses will also utilise a newly
traverse a range of terrain and
mapped area of lower visibility forest
vegetation types, with some low
with scattered sandstone and subtle
visibility areas on the longer courses.
contour features. There has been
Long grass in some areas will reduce
growth of grass due to summer rainfall running speed, however generally the
and there are likely to be grass seeds
area has good runnability. Grass seeds
present.
will be present, suitable precautions
are highly recommended.
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SATURDAY - DAY 1

SUNDAY - DAY 2

There is very little lantana on the
property!
Courses 1-12 cross a major creek a
number of times. The creek is flowing
with large ponds. Crossing points are
best determined by reading the map
carefully. You may get your feet wet!

Taping on Easy &
Very Easy courses
Map Notes

Course 13-18 do not cross this major
creek or any fence line.
Courses 17 and 18 utilise indistinct tracks, fences and creeks. Where tracks are no
longer distinct, legs on these courses have been taped to avoid confusion.
Easy (17): blue and white streamers. Very Easy (18): pink streamers
Tracks may no longer be distinct in the terrain due to summer grass growth and
should not be relied upon for navigation. There may also be narrow trails from
motorbikes and cattle throughout the terrain which are not mapped. It has not
been possible to map all areas of recent long grass growth.
Distinctive trees are mapped with a green circle symbol. These are usually fig
trees often growing on boulders.

Park --- 300m/5mins --- Assembly Toilets --- 100m/2mins --- Start Day 1
(if wet 1200m/25mins)
400m/8mins --- Start Day2
Directions

Travel to where the Bunya Highway intersects with Aerodrome Rd/KingaroyBurrandowan Road (at the Kingaroy Golf Course). Then travel West along
Kingaroy-Burrandowan Road.
After 3.2km take the right fork before crossing the creek to stay on K-B Rd.
Continue for approx. 19km more through the localities of Inverlaw and Wattle
Grove until you pass Manneum Rd on left. Slow down and watch out for the
wallabies that are often grazing in the more vegetated, bushy road verges.

Parking

Shortly after this intersection, turn right into Wilsons Rd (at the sealed 90-degree
turn, not the dirt track shortly before). Continue for 2.4km then turn right into
the Minmore property. The entry GPS co-ordinates are: -26.554944, 151.617833
There is limited carparking available at the assembly area and participants
should carpool. Cars carrying 3 or more people will be allowed to park at the
assembly area. Others should park along Wilsons Rd and catch a lift in other cars.
Motorhomes, vans etc. will need to park along Wilsons Road.
Follow the dirt road approximately 1.2km to the assembly area. Although the dirt
road has recently been graded, care should be taken along its length. Please park
as directed by the parking attendants.

Registration
Toilets
Assembly
Mobile coverage
Out of Bounds Areas
Warm up area
Start

The driving time from Kingaroy is approximately 30 minutes. However, in the
event of significant wet weather, all parking will be on Wilsons Rd with a 1.2km
walk to the assembly area.
From 8:00am in the assembly area.
From 7:45am
300m from the assembly area
Water will not be provided at the assembly. Please bring your own drinking water.
Telstra coverage at the Assembly area
See map below
Carpark and route to the start
100m from the assembly area.
400m from the assembly area
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SATURDAY - DAY 1

SUNDAY - DAY 2

Start Times

Elite classes from 8:30am.
Age classes from 8:30am.
Sledge mass start 9:30am.
Competitors must be at the start at
least 6 minutes before their allocated
start time.

Course Closure
Enter on the day
Race distance/format
Water on courses

1:30pm
No Enter on the day
Middle distance
As per OA Rules

Elites will start from 8.00am in reverse
chase start order with a 3 min start
interval.
Age classes from 8am.
Sledge from 8:30am.
Competitors must be at the start at
least 6 minutes before their allocated
start time.
1:30pm
No Enter on the day
Long distance
As per OA Rules.
2 additional water points are marked
on the maps.
Courses 1,2 & 3 will have a spectator
control adjacent to the assembly area.
Runners are encouraged to place their
own drinks and race nutrition in the
area provided. Water will also be
available at the control.

Safety Information

Safety bearing is west to Wilsons Rd
Easy & Very Easy course do not cross any fences or major creeks.
Feral pigs have been sighted on the property in the more remote and thicker
areas of vegetation; be cautious if you see them.
Short presentations (landowners, elite stage wins, OA awards) will take place
each day in the Assembly Area at approximately 11:30 am.

Presentations
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Events

Day 3, Australian 3 Days
National Orienteering League (Round 3, Event 9)

Map

Tanguringie Creek, Maidenwell
Sample of map adjacent.
1:10,000 for all courses
5m
All courses: A4
Geoff Peck 2017, 2022.
Jean and Neil Johnston
Krystal Neumann (Enoggeroos)
Tony Bryant (Enoggeroos)
Rob Rapkins (Enoggeroos)
Enoggeroos
SI Air will be activated.
Terrain is scattered to complex granite with some open area. Some areas of steep
terrain. Vegetation growth has been significant in the last six months due to
summer rains. There is extensive areas of screened visibility and patches of
lantana, protection is advisable. Grass seeds will be present.
Any indistinct legs on the Easy/Very Easy courses have been taped with pink
streamers.

Map Scale
Contour Interval
Map Size
Mapper
Landowners
Course Planner
Controller
Organiser
Organising club
SI Air
Terrain &
Vegetation

Taping

Park --- 400-800m/5-10mins --- Assembly Toilets --- 200m/3mins --- Start
Directions

Parking
Registration
Toilets

Assembly
Mobile coverage
Out of Bounds Areas

Warm up area
Start

From Kingaroy: Drive South along Kingaroy-Cooyar Rd and follow the road for 42
km. (Kingaroy-Cooyar Rd turns left, then right, then right again at 3 T-junctions
along the way). Look for O-signs to turn left into farm (just 2km short of
Maidenwell).
From Nanango: Drive South-West along Nanango-Tarong Rd, which becomes
Kingaroy-Cooyar Rd, for 28 km. Look for O-signs to turn left into farm (just 2km
short of Maidenwell).
From Maidenwell: Drive North along Kingaroy-Cooyar Rd. Follow O-signs to farm
(a right turn approx 2km from town).
The entry GPS co-ordinates are: -26.837691,151.809029
Parking will be approximately one kilometre along the track. Please follow
parking attendants and be aware of rocks among the grass areas.
Open from 7:45am in the assembly area.
Adjacent to the assembly area. In the event of further significant rains, the toilets
may need to be located near the parking, not the assembly area.
There are also public toilets in both Maidenwell and Coomba Falls, a couple of km
from the event. NB: COOMBA FALLS AND THE ACCESS ROAD TO THE FALLS
(Coomba Waterhole Rd) ARE OUT OF BOUNDS UNTIL AFTER THE EVENT
Please assist the organizers by bringing your own drinking water.
Very limited at this venue.
All areas adjacent to the track into the parking, along with forest areas adjacent
to parking. Following only the marked route to the assembly area. Do not cross
any fences.
Adjacent to the assembly area.
200m from the assembly area.
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Start Times

Age classes from 8:00am.
Chasing starts for Elite classes and Sledge from 8:30am.
Competitors must be at the start at least 6 minutes before their allocated start
time.
Course Closure
1:00pm
Enter on the day
No Enter on the day
Race distance/format Individual race, relay length
Safety Information
Safety bearing is East to fence, then North.
Presentations
The presentations for the 3 Day Championships will take place in the Assembly
Area at approximately midday (earlier if possible).
Showers
If you wish to freshen up before travelling, Coomba Falls is only a couple of
kilometres from the Assembly Area. Although there are no showers, there is a
waterfall and a deep natural swimming hole. This area is out of bounds until after
the event.
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DAY 1
Course W Classes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12A
12B
13
14

M & Open Classes

Tech

M21E

Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard

W21E
M20E
W20E

W21A, W35A, W40A
W20A, W18A, W45A
W16A, W50A, W21AS
W55A, W35AS
W60A, W65A, W45AS
W70A, W55AS
W75A, W80A, W85A,
W90A, W65AS

M21A, M35A, M40A
M45A, M50A
M20A, M18A
M/W SLEDGE
M16A, M55A, M35AS
M60A
M65A, M45AS
Open Hard
M70A, M75A, M55AS
M80A, M65AS
M85A, M90A,

16

W14A, W Junior B

M14A, Open Mod Long,
M Junior B
Open Mod Short

17
18

W12A
W10A

M12A, Open Easy
M10A, M/W10N, Open VE

15

Mod
erate
Mod
erate
Easy
Very
Easy

DAY 2

Win
Time
(mins)
35
35
35
35
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Dist
(km)
6.8
5.9
6.5
4.9
5.4
4.6
4.4
4.6
4.0
3.6
3.4
2.9
2.9
2.5
1.7

Climb
(m)
200
165
195
145
190
150
150
140
140
105
95
75
75
60
40

Ctrls

25

3.2

25
20
15

DAY 3

Dist
(km)
17.3
12.1
13.4
7.6
9.4
8.6
7.1
7.7
6.9
5.8
5.3
4.2
4.4
3.3
2.8

Climb
(m)
440
305
375
210
215
210
195
190
210
145
150
130
130
90
75

Ctrls

25
21
22
21
19
18
17
15
17
14
12
11
11
10
10

Win
Time
(mins)
90
70
70
55
55
55
50
50
50
45
45
40
40
40
40

Dist
(km)
6.3
5.2
5.1
3.8
4.7
4.2
4.1
4.1
3.5
3.2
3.0
2.3
2.3
1.8
1.5

Climb
(m)
220
175
180
125
180
145
130
140
120
110
100
75
75
60
50

Ctrls

35
26
28
17
21
20
16
20
17
15
12
12
12
10
8

Win
Time
(mins)
45
45
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
35
35
35
35

90

12

30

3.7

75

12

30

2.5

75

10

2.4

85

9

30

3.1

60

12

30

2.0

60

7

2.9
2.6

90
75

22
21

20
15

2.5
1.3

50
35

15
8

20
15

2.1
1.7

45
40

12
11

26
21
23
16
15
15
16
17
14
14
15
10
10
9
6
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Tap map for interactive version.
The Prologue is approximately 2 hours drive from Brisbane airport. However travellers heading north from
Brisbane Airport to Caboolture along the M1 may encounter holiday traffic on Good Friday. Please check
Google Maps for updates.

p. 14 Jury – potential members listed
p. 15 Prologue – map scale is 1:5000
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